While TaitNet solutions can work with third-party terminals or base stations, the building blocks of a TaitNet turnkey solution are Tait’s own reliable mobiles, portables and base stations.

The equipment is software-configured and readily updated, reducing maintenance and upgrade costs. Real-time monitoring and diagnostics ensure that when it comes to the status of all your radios, you are fully in the picture. Because Tait can offer the whole package, you only have one point of contact for support issues.

Tait is a leading provider of radio communications solutions and will design a radio network that meets your needs. From simple to complex, from analog to digital, from conventional to trunked, the range of Taitnet radio network technologies represents Tait’s commitment to deliver reliable, customized and high-performance solutions to organizations on the move.

It’s measuring to lesser that, across 150 countries, thousands of organizations have been choosing Tait as a partner with a proven track record of delivering on its radio network promises.

Performance you can count on
As a manufacturer, we design, manufacture and install the system, so we put our wealth of experience at your disposal. Having designed, installed and maintained radio networks across 40 years, we have successfully completed single-site and on-budget.

Excellent project management
When implementing an upgrade, migration or an entirely new radio network, Tait’s project management, at the level of a global company, we have successfully completed single-site installations and nationwide networks on time and on budget.

Support comes in the form of a 24-hour Helpdesk, installation specialists and remote/real time network monitoring to pre-empt issues and manage maintenance tasks efficiently.

Migration ready: between technologies when the time is right, Tait can help complete any upgrade with minimized disruption and maximized equipment re-use.

TaitNet QS2 Simulcast
TaitNet QS2 Simulcast is a reliable and cost-effective method of building digital coverage to a site or multiple remote base stations and is simulcast compatible.

TaitNet MPT 1327 Trunked System
TaitNet MPT 1327 is one of the world’s most widely used radio network technologies and is an open system that is well supported in the long term. TaitNet MPT 1327 is well supported in the long term.

TaitNet P25
TaitNet P25 is convenient. To install and operate, digital radio clarity, and efficiency and cost-effectiveness are available today and, as digital technology, it has also been engineered to work existing analog equipment.

TaitNet’s simulating solution is designed to cope with the most demanding environments and offers fast, reliable networking at 5,000, 25,000 or 100,000 baud.

TaitNet is scalable for use on a single site or multiple remote base stations and is simulcast compatible.

Safety organizations, saturation coverage and the most demanding environments are essential to an organization, TaitNet conventional system is the world’s choice.

TaitNet’s simple, open systems provide a wide range of configurations to suit customer needs.

www.taitworld.com
For news, product specifications, comprehensive product information, case studies and contact details of your nearest Tait customer service facility, please visit www.taitworld.com.
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Vast experience
Having designed, installed and maintained thousands of radio networks for its customers, we put our wealth of experience at your disposal.

Tried and tested technology
Since 1965, Tait has been choosing Tait as a partner with a proven track record of delivering high-performance solutions to organizations on the move.

Guaranteed coverage: guaranteed availability
As a testament to your own destiny by pioneering guaranteed communications capability, anywhere and throughout its networks, Performance you can count on.
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- **Tailored to fit**: design, installation, and maintenance tasks efficiently.
- **Performance you can count on**: guaranteed coverages, guaranteed availability, and when it’s needed.
- **Guaranteed coverage, guaranteed availability**: a custom fit of your own destiny by processing guaranteed communications capability, whether on land or at sea.
- **Extraordinary experience, extraordinary results**: extensive training from dedicated systems specialists and remote/real-time network maintenance.
- **Support comes in the form of a 24-hour Helpdesk, Ongoing support**: technical support and maintenance, including remote maintenance.
- **Outstanding results, outstanding support**: maintaining a 100% success rate with nationwide networks.

TaitNet QS2 Simulcast

- **Multicast systems provide a wide range of sophisticated open standards based encryption options**.
- **Continuing innovation from Tait, for example 2400 baud POCSAG, 9600 baud and 2400 baud TIA**.
- **TaitNet paging system is designed to cope with the most demanding environments and is ideal for mine safety, rail, multiple remote base station and in–vehicle and mobile use**.

- **Open interfaces ensure existing and planned systems are available today and, as digital technology, it is also open to upgrade with existing analog equipment**.

TaitNet P25

- **TaitNet P25 is the world’s most flexible digital network solution**.
- **Performance you can count on**: guaranteed coverages, guaranteed availability, and when it’s needed.
- **Outstanding results, outstanding support**: maintaining a 100% success rate with nationwide networks.

TaitNet MPT 1327

- **Migrating readily between technologies when the time is right**: Tait can help complete any upgrade with minimized disruption and maximized equipment re-use.

- **TaitNet MPT 1327 Trunked Systems**: MPT 1327 is one of the world’s most widely used radio network technologies and it is an open standard of communication.
- **TaitNet MPT 1327 Trunked System**: is well supported in the long term.
- **Continuing innovation from Tait, for example Fast Arts, Fast polling rates, ensures your choice is well supported in the long term**.

TaitNet APCO P25

- **When all-informed, open-channel communications are essential to an organization, TaitNet APCO P25 system provides a range of configurations to suit customer needs**.
- **TaitNet APCO P25 is convenient, to install and upgrade**.
- **When mobile teams spread over a wide area, TaitNet APCO P25 is the ideal choice**.
- **TaitNet APCO P25 is convenient, to install and upgrade, to migrate to digital and to maintain legacy equipment**.
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While TaitNet solutions can work with third party terminals or base stations, the building blocks of a TaitNet turnkey solution are Tait’s own reliable mobiles, portables and base stations.

This equipment is software-configured and readily updated, reducing maintenance and upgrade costs. Remote monitoring and diagnostics ensure that when it comes to the status of all your radios, you are fully in the picture. Because Tait can offer the whole package, you only have one point of contact for support issues.

While TaitNet solutions can work with third-party terminals or base station technology, the building blocks of a TaitNet turnkey solution are Tait’s own reliable mobiles, portables and base stations.

This equipment is software-configured and readily updated, reducing maintenance and upgrade costs. Remote monitoring and diagnostics ensure that when it comes to the status of all your radios, you are fully in the picture. Because Tait can offer the whole package, you only have one point of contact for support issues.